
 
 

Social Justice vs. Charity: Discussion Guide 
 
Kiva is a non-profit organization, and we don’t think of ourselves as a 
traditional charity, because the money our lenders choose to spend on Kiva, 
is spent with the assumption that it is going to be repaid over time. We are 
providing a hand-up to people that have typically been excluded from the 
financial table. 
 

That being said, we think that discussions about charity, social justice, 
opportunity and empowerment are important ones to have, and that there 
are organizations doing each type of work, that each play a part in our fight 
against global poverty This isn’t an either/or question.   
 
Here are a couple of seeds, to help your conversations grow: 
 

• Social justice is sometimes talked about as a more comprehensive solution to 
poverty than charity, because these projects often look to solve a problem over 
a long-term period. Still, it is unwise to ignore what charities have been able, 
and continue, to accomplish. Looking at the foundation of a problem like hunger 
is critical. Still, it is asking a lot of hungry people to wait-out a long-term solution 
plan when they need sustenance now. The short-term funds, goods, and 
services that charities provide are often what keep somebody afloat. Is this an 
either/or question for you? Is one approach superior to the other? 
 

• “If you give a me a fish, I’ll eat for a day. If you teach me to fish, I’ll eat for a 
lifetime.” At Kiva we take this one step further and ask, “What if you already 
know how to fish, but just need a net?” We ask this question because we want 
to distinguish what it is we are trying to do here from the traditional approach. 
What does Kiva accomplish in doing this? Is anything lost by not using a more 
conventional method? 
 

• What are some characteristics you look for in organizations you choose to give 
(or lend) your money to? Do you feel mostly driven by the nature of the work 
(the cause) or the methodology? Do you feel like your contribution makes a 
difference? Why or why not? 

 
We are interested in hearing what insights come out of your discussions.  An engaged, 
mindful population is critical to fighting poverty, and we think that today’s youth is the 
group that will make the most impact on framing these discussions.  
 

 


